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General Introduction
“The hardest job is not to report risks to
“The responsibility of identifying risks

management – the hardest job is to

lies not only with management but with

identify those risks”

the entire organization”

“Business change – surroundings change  ongoing risk
identification task”.

General Introduction

 How many of you have a systematic approach / tool forTax Risk
Management?
 Is tax risk considered as part of the enterprise risk management or
directly handled by the tax function?

 Are tax risks discussed in top management meetings or board meetings?

The LEGO Group approach - WHY
Our aims:
 Get in control of risks in a structured way
 Keep the risk level below the boundaries defined by our risk appetite
 Go from reactive to proactive
 Improve the prioritization of the activities within our team
 Improve our decision-making process
 Build a structured back up for YE accruals (when applicable)
 Improve transparency with our main stakeholders: CFO/BoD/Tax authorities
 Increase visibility of tax dept within the organization
Where are we and what have we achieved until now?

Example: Risk Map
to support prioritization and decision making

The LEGO Group approach - WHEN
 When the Group is mature enough to invest time and resources on a Risk
Management Tool
 When extraordinary events occur. e.g. new CFO or Tax director, tax cooperation
program with local authorities, end of an important tax audit …

What was our timeline and how long did it take to us?

The LEGO Group approach - WHAT
We have worked together with DELOITTE to identify and map:
 Tax risks
 Tax opportunities
 Value added Activities
 Legal Non Conformities

What are the major challenges that we have faced/are facing in the risk/opportunity
mapping?

The LEGO Group approach - HOW
It is a learn by doing process and we are continuously improving our process– lately we have defined the following process for the
monitoring and update of the Tool
1.

2.

3.

4.

IDENTIFICATE AND MAP



The risk identifier shares it with head of region and feeds the library file



He/she sends the risk library file to the coordinators

CHECK AND INSERT IN THE TOOL


Coordinators make sure that the information contained are consistent and homogeneous with TROM requirements



Coordinators fill the data within the TROM file.

FEEDBACK AND REPORTS


Coordinators provide feedback to the risk identifier that the risk has been inserted. At this stage we will provide with the
identification number of the risk.



Coordinators provide with reports/analyses related to TROM tool to the other members of Group Tax and also to other
depts when it is required.

MONITOR AND UPDATE


Coordinators monitor the tool continuously to guaranty a continue update of the new and old risk



When coordinators will identify potential information to be corrected/updated they will contact the risk identifier and the
risk responsible to make sure that they receive an updated library file and that they can update the tool afterwards.

What did we learn about the process? What are we trying to improve?

The LEGO Group approach - WHO
TROM data are used by:
 Tax department – within tax dept all members have access to the tool, sharing
reports on a regular basis and use the tool to prioritize tasks and projects

 Legal department – on a monthly basis – specifically on “Legal non-conformities”
 Top management - on a yearly basis and upon request
 ERM – upon request
 Accounting/consolidation dept – specific information about Tax accrual calculation
at YE
 Tax authorities – in cases where a tax governance program is established
What is the reaction of other dept/functions towards a TROM tool?

Example: Management dashboard

Example of Team Dashboard

Example of Regional Dashboard

Example of Risk Database

Example of Annual TROM Cycle

Taking TROM to the next level

TROM SharePoint








Audit track
Workflow
Role based access
Controlling
Knowledge sharing
Etc.
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